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Abstract 
Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) networks are a form of extended enterprises where 
several firms share resources such as diagnostics, prevention tools, and policies to provide 
security for their computer networks. While decisions to outsource security operations of an 
organization may seem counterintuitive, there are potential benefits from joining a MSSP 
network due to pooling of risk and access to more security-enabling resources and expertise. We 
provide structural results that explain the reasons for firms to join a MSSP network.  We also 
characterize the growth of MSSP network size under different forms of ownership (monopoly vs. 
consortium). Our results illustrate the need for initial investment in MSSP networks to overcome 
initial stalling effect and illustrate that while need for initial investment may increase the optimal 
network size for a consortium, it has no impact on the optimal network size for a profit 
maximizing monopolist. 
KEYWORDS: Information security, Managed security services, Outsourcing, Network Effects, 
Network growth, Network ownership structure 
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1.  Introduction 
Emergence of complex and closely interconnected business-to-business relationships have made 
security perimeter around a single firm’s network disappear (McKenzie, 2003). It is being 
replaced by a network of protected business relationships. The major challenge in such 
environments becomes the identification of legitimate partner and potential intruders to protect 
computing resources and business data from unauthorized access.  Enabling, but complex to 
manage, technologies such as web services further complicate provision of security to extended 
enterprise resources. Originally web services were envisioned as a lightweight solution to allow 
different applications to talk freely; however it is becoming apparent that for web services to be 
successful, security issues need to be addressed (Welsh, 2003). Among technical development on 
this front, there are initiatives to implement security for such tools as XML and SOAP, but the 
issue of who to offer web services to and who to exclude remains a largely non-technical 
problem. To make matters more complicated, there are now many more technologies that allow 
making information transfer in and out of a company almost uncontrollable. Use of storage area 
networks, peer-to-peer communications and instant messaging provides broad opportunities for 
information transfer and significantly complicates determination of security perimeter. Further, 
many such technologies are used in telecommuting and telework that are projected to 
continuously grow as more enabling and collaborative technology evolve. For example, Starner, 
(2003) reported that more than 80% of executives worldwide expect some of their workers to 
telecommute over the next two years. 
Therefore, firms increasingly find that they are unable to manage security of their 
resources themselves.  This has led to one of the most interesting emergent phenomenon -  the 
“spillover” of outsourcing into the area of information security. While counterintuitive, in 2002, 
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29% of all European enterprises intended to use managed security services (Computerwire, 
2002).  Outsourcing of security services is an interesting but perplexing phenomenon because 
firms are often ready to hand over the security of their precious digital assets to outsiders. 
Estimates report the current number of companies obtaining security from outside providers to 
be up to 30% and growing. A compound annual growth rate in the market of Managed Security 
Services Providers (MSSP) is estimated to be at least 17-20% (Kavanagh 2002).  The entire 
market is expected to grow from $140 million in 2000 to 1.2-1.7 billion in 2005-07 (Yasin 2001, 
Van Mien and Praveen 2003, Sturgeon 2004a). In addition, there is significant consolidation in 
the MSSP market with the number of providers getting smaller while increasing their range of 
services (Phifer 2004). 
The cost/benefit tradeoffs for MSSP arrangements are still not well understood. The risks 
of working with MSSP include issues of trust, dependence on outside entity for support of 
critical functions, and ownership of systems. (Allen et al.,2003). However, as Allen and Gabbard 
(2003) point out, there are multiple benefits that individual firms can derive by using MSSPs: 
• Cost savings: cost of managed security service is usually lower than hiring in-house full-
time experts. MSSPs are able to spread their investment in infrastructure and people 
across several clients. 
• Staffing: shortage of qualified security personnel (a trend that is expected to continue 
through at least 2006) puts big pressure on companies to recruit, train and retain their 
security staff.  
• Skills and security awareness: MSSPs have better insight into evolving security threats 
directly and indirectly because of their focus and wider install base. 
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• MSSPs can provide objectivity, independence, liability protection, dedicated facilities, 
and round-the-clock service. 
While current MSSPs focus on their relationships with government entities and large 
companies, benefits of managed security services are also appealing for small and medium size 
companies due to relative amount of resources that they have to commit to security operations 
(Sturgeon 2004b). Thus, MSSP service offering is attractive to a wide range of organizations and 
study of MSSP markets has real practical value. 
In this paper we explore the structure of the MSSP market as well as its formation 
process and stability. We primarily try to identify whether there are indeed economic benefits for 
firms to hire external entities to manage their security. We look at the economic incentives that 
lead to particular choices in security outsourcing. We show that it is beneficial for firms to join 
larger groups (MSSP networks) just to hide themselves from potential attacks among other 
targets. We compare two different types of ownership structures for MSSP: i) a consortium 
based approach where several companies join hands to pool their resources to collectively 
provide security for their computing resources; and ii) when a MSSP is a for-profit provider who 
manages security for a group of firms.   
We look at the dynamics of growth for these MSSP networks where the network may 
start with a small group of firms and grow over time.  One of the key concerns in such networks 
is that below a certain size, the networks are not economically viable. In network externality 
literature this phenomenon is called “critical mass” (e.g. Oren and Smith, 1981; Economides 
1996). We define optimal growth rules with respect to the viability and network size. In the 
network effects literature, the issues of growth and optimal size of networks are not nearly as 
extensively explored as the issues of standards, coordination and choice of networks (Liebowitz 
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and Margolis 1998). Weitzel et al. (2000) call for reconsideration and new work in the area of 
network effects in application to modern-day IT markets, emphasizing evolutionary system 
dynamics as one potential direction of development. Walden and Kauffman (2001) call for 
research of whether network externalities exist in specific e-commerce settings and how they 
affect behavior of actors involved.  
Another related issue concerns the form of ownership of a MSSP network. Given the 
B2B relationships that companies have with each other it would seem that a consortium based 
approach may be appealing.  However, we show that firms may have better incentives for joining 
a for-profit MSSP, especially initially when network size is small.  We also identify conditions 
under which profit-oriented proprietary MSSPs may have larger size than consortium operated 
MSSPs.   
The paper is organized as follows.  In the next section we review relevant literature and 
reasons for analytical work in MSSP networks field. In section 3 we provide conceptual basis for 
our analysis including the definitions of constructs used to analyze the market structure for 
MSSPs.  In section 4, we present some structural results that indicate why individual firms may 
prefer to share resources for security purposes.  Then in section 5, we analyze the MSSP 
networks under the two ownership structures discussed earlier.  We also discuss the implication 
of theoretical results in this section.  Finally, we conclude in section 6 with a summary of 
contributions and directions of future research. 
2.  Background 
We conceptualize a MSSP network as a collection of interconnected companies that share 
common security resources and have access to the same information on potential attacks. We 
consider two forms of market organization. One possibility is where a set of core firms with 
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common interests join their security efforts and create a consortium. In this case, efforts and 
benefits are likely to be distributed among participants equally or proportionally to their share of 
investment in the consortium. On another hand, a MSSP network may be created by a for-profit 
organization (e.g., a telecommunications company) that provides security services as its business 
offering. In this case, pricing and membership decisions will be controlled by a single firm acting 
as a monopolistic owner of its network. Our objective is to analyze the feasibility of such market 
organizations and derive structural results regarding the growth of these networks.  We will also 
explore whether the ownership structure makes a difference in potential network size.  
Our work fits under the general paradigm of network effects while it provides a new and 
interesting perspective to the problem of network growth. Leibowitz and Margolis (1998) 
provide several classification dimensions of network effects. First, not all network effects are 
externalities, but only those which are not internalized. In our case, we describe pricing 
mechanisms that allow network effects in MSSP market to be internalized. Further, there is a 
distinction between direct and indirect network effects. Direct effects occur as an immediate 
result of participation in a network, while indirect effects are due to emergence of complimentary 
products and services. In our case, the network effects are direct, as they result instantly from 
MSSP network membership. Finally, network effects may be positive or negative. While most 
research focuses only on one type of network effect, our approach considers both positive and 
negative effects that arise from use of MSSP networks. 
The majority of work in network effects area concerns with the question of choice among 
competing networks. For example, Farell and Saloner (1986) consider the effects of installed 
base on choice between two competing standards and discuss effect of pre-announcements on 
shifting the market balance. Katz and Shapiro (1985) study the effects of compatibility between 
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standards on adoption dynamics. Economides and Flyer (1997) analyze the opposing incentives 
of firms to choose compatible or differentiated products and illustrate frequent domination of 
network industries by a few (one or two) firms. Issues of lock-in and path dependence often arise 
in these settings (e.g., Liebowitz and Margolis 1995).  
However, work on the network size and network formation process is much less studied 
in the modern literature. One example is the work of Riggins et al (1994), studying the growth of 
interorganizational systems with negative externalities, leading to “stalling” of growth. We 
believe that our model fills a gap in the literature on the growth of networks and provides a 
perspective that considers both positive and negative network effects in the process in the context 
of MSSP networks. 
Furthermore, Weitzel, et al (2000) suggest to reconsider some of the common 
assumptions of network effects theory to address the issues occurring in today’s IT markets. In 
particular, they question the following assumptions: exclusion principle (goods may be in unique 
possession only), consumption paradigm (consumption of a good leads to it destruction) and 
separation of consumers and producers.  We are looking at information security, which is a good 
that is usually non-excludable, i.e., it is not being used up while “consumed” and may be 
“produced” by the ultimate “consumers” of security. Information security displays properties of 
a public good (Varian 2004) as well as an externality (Camp and Wolfram 2000). As an 
externality, security (or the lack thereof) of a system affects other entities involved in a business 
transaction. Thus, it is important to explicitly consider such effects and attempt to internalize 
those. In the later sections we suggest pricing schemes that help to internalize security 
externalities resulting from increased network sizes. 
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 Information security also partially possesses common attributes of public goods: non-
excludability and non-rivalrous consumption (Cowen 2005). For example, use of particular 
antivirus software by one company does not prevent others from using the same software. 
However, companies that choose not to subscribe for updates exclude themselves from enjoying 
the benefits of protection against most recent viruses. Similarly, if a MSSP provider offers spam 
filter as part of their offering, its use to filter one client email does not exhaust its functionality to 
filter email for any other client, though it does create conflicts in allocation of computing 
resources to different clients. Thus, we can approach information security as a “near-public” 
good, as it frequently exhibits public good properties. Thus, we are studying a previously 
unexplored area of network effects field while considering important properties of the 
information good such as security.  
As illustrated before, access to additional information about security incidents is one of 
the benefits of joining an MSSP network. Several studies has looked at the problems of sharing 
security information among different entities. Gordon et al (2003) consider a case when two 
firms form security information sharing alliance and show that sharing of security information 
can either increase or decrease the level of security, as member firms attempt to free ride. Along 
the same lines, Gal-Or and Ghose (2005) show that sharing security information may impact 
market shares of competing companies; they also show that such benefits increase with firm size. 
Both of the above models are developed in a game-theoretic setting between two parties. 
Hausken (2006) models security investment as a way to offset the varying levels of threats by an 
external agent and shows that increased interdependence between firms causes free riding, to the 
detriment of the defenders. In our work, we are not making assumptions about whether firms 
joining the MSSP network are competitors; we study the security impact of network growth 
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rather than particular interdependencies between companies on the network. In addition, the 
issue of free riding does not occur in our setting, as all effects are internalized using the pricing 
scheme. Next, we describe the properties of modeling constructs before presenting the formal 
model in Section 4.  
3. Model Preliminaries 
Suppose there are multiple identical firms that are considering joining a network of other 
such firms. Let N denote the size of such network. Without loss of generality, a single firm may 
be then considered as a network of size 1.  All networks are continuously exposed to a number of 
external threats. When these threats can be carried out successfully, the systems on the network 
may suffer some degree of damage. Firms are seeking to estimate this damage and counter it 
with their security efforts. We may quantify the damage that may be inflicted to the network by a 
given attack as:      
 ( ) ( ) ( )a sD N P N P N N= × ×        (1) 
Where: 
D(N) -- is the estimate of damage to the network of size N (expected number of entities affected 
by an attack);  
Pa(N) -- is the probability of an attack taking place; and  
Ps(N) -- is the probability of success for a given attack. 
Note that both probabilities of attack taking place and being successful are dependent on 
the size of network N. We assume that Pa(N) is increasing in N and Ps(N) is decreasing in N, i.e. 
0adP dN >         (2) 
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0sdP dN <        (3) 
Note that these assumptions are realistic and reasonable1. For example, larger networks 
are more likely to be attacked just because they attract more attention while likelihood of a 
random attack also increases with a larger network.  Since firms are physically sharing the 
security technology, a failure in one of the infrastructure component (e.g., server-based anti-
virus) will affect all of them, which is not the case if each firm maintains its own security 
infrastructure. Furthermore, even though the membership information of MSSP networks in not 
likely to be publicly available, attacks on different networks that are served by the same MSSP 
provider are still more likely to occur due to topological proximity of these networks (e.g., being 
on the same range of IP address if MSSP also acts as an ISP for its network members). However, 
while larger networks are susceptible to more attacks (Germain 2004), any potential remedy 
when applied to the network also protects a larger network.  In addition, a successful attack 
allows development and deployment of countermeasures for a larger group of clients. Larger 
networks also have more resources to negate sophisticated attacks and benefit from a knowledge 
and solution sharing between the members of the network. Thus, as Sturgeon (2004) notes, 
attacks on larger systems are less likely to be successful due to accumulation of knowledge and 
expertise – a key benefit of MSSPs. 
To see whether the assumptions about the model parameters are justified, we ran a 
simulation experiment based on the network traffic data used in KDD Cup 19992. The original 
                                                 
1 It may be argued that probability of attack success, Ps, is also a function of investment in security, S, and should 
decrease as this investment increases. Then, an individual firm decision becomes whether to invest S alone or as part 
of the network. However, MSSPs make security solutions available for those firms whose individual cost of security 
investment is prohibitively high. Therefore, the effect of investment are captured through the size of the network and 
there is no need to introduce a separate investment parameter. 
2 KDD Cup is organized by ACM’s Special Interest Group on Knowledge Discovery in Data (SIG KDD). The 1999 
dataset is available at http://www.acm.org/sigs/sigkdd/kddcup/index.php?section=1999&method=data 
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dataset consists of data on over four million connections each described by 42 attributes (e.g., 
duration, protocol, etc.) and identified either as normal traffic or one of 24 attack types. Our 
simulation proceeded as follows: 
1. 20,000 connections were randomly selected from the original dataset to form 
simulation training set. 16 attack types were represented in the simulation set. 
2. Simulation training set was duplicated to represent simulation test set with the 
same distribution of attacks as in the training set 
3. 20,000 connections in training set were randomly split into 20 groups of 1,000. 
These groups represent “firms”. It is assumed that each firm can independently 
observe 1,000 connections. 
4. One firm was chosen to start the “network” (network size = 1, pool of connections 
=1,000).  
5. Proportion of attack connections in the connection pool was computed and 
provided the probability of attack, Pa. 
6. Based on the pool of connections, the decision tree was built to classify the 
attacks using C4.5 algorithm.  
7. The output of C4.5 algorithm was tested against a random subset of attacks from 
testing set. The testing subset is half the size of the training subset. The proportion 
of misclassified attacks in testing subset was computed and provided the 
probability of attack success, Ps (on the assumption that if attack was not 
identified correctly, then no appropriate defense would be activated). 
8. Network size was incremented by 1 (until it reached 20). (e.g., after first iteration, 
network size = 2, pool of connections = 2,000.). Return to step 5. 
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The data was averaged over ten simulation runs. Figures 1 and 2 below represent the 
experimental findings about probability of attack taking place and probability of attack success, 
respectively. Figure 1 approximates Pa as a ratio of attack types visible to the network of a given 
size to a total number of attack types possible (due to randomization, the probability in terms of 
pure volume of attacks without distinction between attack types remains stable at 0.81). Figure 2 
represents Ps as classification error as described above. We see that Pa(N) is increasing in N and 
Ps(N) is decreasing in N, as we assumed before. 
Probability of a random attack for a network of given size
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Figure 1. Probability of attack in a network of given size 
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Success probability of a random attack
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Figure 2. Probability of attack success in a network of given size 
The value of the MSSP network comes from its ability to reduce potential damage to its 
members through superior technology and larger amount of attack information. Figure 3 below 
represents an approximation of such benefits by plotting unit expected risk of being on the 
network vs being alone. (Pa(1)Ps(1) – Pa(N)Ps(N)). Based on these observations, we hypothesize 
that the value of the MSSP network, V(N), is an increasing, concave function. 
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Figure 3. Approximation of network value from simulation data 
Once the potential value of the MSSP network has been estimated, it is necessary to 
understand the costs of maintaining such networks.  Let R(N) be an input requirement function 
that describes the amount of resources that are needed to provide the level of information 
security associated with the size of MSSP network. At the beginning stages of network growth, 
the majority of investment has to go into the basic infrastructure technologies such as firewalls 
and antivirus tools (“keeping bad guys out”), with reasonably stable costs (Wheatman et al, 
2005). Once the network gets larger, the focus of investment shifts to “letting good guys in” 
technologies such as authentication and access management, that require much more effort in 
configuration and management. Since difficulty of providing additional security (in terms of the 
amount of resources required) increases at increasing rate, we assume that R(N) is an increasing 
convex function.  
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Resource requirement function reflects a peculiar nature of information security -- it is not a 
regular commodity good. As we argued before, it is a “near-public” good, and production of 
public goods is not straightforward. For instance, Varian (2004) considers three distinct 
alternative ways of providing system reliability – total effort (when individual efforts add up), 
weakest link (when reliability depends on the lowest effort level) and best shot (depending on the 
highest effort level). By introducing the resource requirement function, we can study multiple 
ways of security provisioning using the same analytical approach. Effort of provisioning security 
for a given network size balanced with additional benefits available to members define the value 
of the MSSP network. The net value of the network can then be written as: 
( ) ( ) ( ( ))W N V N R D N= −       (4) 
In order to ensure voluntary participation in the MSSP network, the firms must have some 
benefit as compared to handling their security on their own. There are two potential metrics of 
such rationality. First, firms may want to make sure that potential damage that they face while 
being on the network is smaller than that of being alone.  Second, firms may want to make sure 
that the fraction of security cost that they have to contribute to on the MSSP network is smaller 
than that of handling security alone, i.e., 
( ) (1)D N N D<  (or, risk(N) < risk (1))   (5)  
        ( ( )) (1)R D N N R<                  (6) 
From the perspective of cost and damage only, when both of these conditions hold, firms have 
incentive to join the MSSP network; it is also not rational to join if both conditions are violated. 
The situation becomes ambiguous when only one of these conditions holds – e.g., when damage 
reduction requires too much resources, or when individually feasible contribution to the network 
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does not reduce the damage to acceptable level. This ambiguity is resolved once the benefit of 
the network – V(N) – is considered. The ultimate individual rationality condition involves the 
fraction of net value of the MSSP network allocated to an individual firm: W(N)/N > W(1). 
Next, we explore the process of formation and growth of MSSP networks under different 
ownership structures.  Since we assume that the firms in question are identical from the 
perspective of security needs, we assume that they will bear an equal fraction of risk after joining 
the MSSP network. Additionally, we assume that all MSSP network member firms are risk-
neutral, individually rational and selfish (concerned with their payoffs only). Our model 
assumptions are described below: 
• There is a single MSSP network, potential clients make decisions whether to join it or 
provide their own information security 
• All clients are identical, risk-neutral, selfish, price-taking and individually rational 
• Benefits and risks of being on the MSSP network are distributed equally among clients 
• Once MSSP network is started, clients join one at a time.  
• MSSP can deny entry to a new client, but will not expel an existing client 
4.  Making a Case for MSSP Networks 
Before we tackle the issue of Formation and growth of MSSP networks, we first derive the 
conditions necessary for the existence of a MSSP network. A possible objective that provides 
positive benefits to MSSP network members is to maximize social welfare, i.e., maximize the 
total net benefits derived from the MSSP network: 
max ( ) max[ ( ) ( ( ))]W N V N R D N⇔ −      (7) 
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It is easy to verify that first order optimality condition for this optimization is 
dR dN dV dN=       (8) 
Let the solution to equation (7), i.e. the optimal social benefit maximizing MSSP size, be 
represented as *sN .  We will discuss the properties and relative size of
*
sN a little later, first let us 
discuss the conditions under which MSSP networks are attractive options for firms depending on 
the damage function D(N).  Recall from section 2 that ( ) ( ) ( )a sD N P N P N N= × × , where Ps(N) 
is decreasing in N, while product Pa(N)*N is increasing in N.   
It is easy to verify that damage function may be either (a) monotonically increasing (local 
minimum at 1), (b) monotonically decreasing (local maximum at 1), or have a unique (c) local 
maximum or (d) local minimum in (1, ∞). In case (a), MSSP network does not offer obvious 
benefits in terms of reduced risk and may not be attractive to firms. In cases (b) and (c), the most 
attractive MSSP network size is infinitely large and the problem is trivial (although in case (c) 
there may be an issue of critical mass in early stages of network formation). The most interesting 
case is when D(N) has an internal minimum point in (1,∞), which is associated with convexity of 
damage function. Therefore, this point forward, we assume that damage function is convex.  
Observation 1. Damage function D(N) is convex and has a unique minimum in (1, ∞). 
Now we are going to explore how this shape of damage function impacts the incentives of firms 
to join MSSP networks. 
Proposition 1 (Existence of“Hiding Effect”). Suppose that damage function reaches its 
minimum at an internal point of [1, ∞). Then it is individually rational for firms to join the MSSP 
network, as decision to join decreases the potential damage they are facing from attacks. 
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Proof. Convexity of D(N) implies ( ) (1)D N N D< , i.e., in a larger network the individual risk to 
a firm is smaller.        Q.E.D. 
Proposition 1 provides an interesting and desirable characteristic that may be driving 
MSSP adoption.  The “hiding effect” makes individual firms less attractive individual target 
since there may be several interesting targets. However, this does not alone explain the reason 
for MSSPs to be attractive.  In fact, a more prominent effect is the effect of knowledge and 
security enhancement.  Unless a higher level of security can be provided due to collective 
increase in the ability to provide security, the MSSP may not be attractive to the firms.  
Proposition 2 formally states the conditions for this phenomenon that we call “Collective 
Knowledge Effect” to exist.  
 
Proposition 2. (Necessary condition of “Knowledge Effect”).  Suppose probability of an attack 
taking place Pa(N) is increasing in N, and probability of attack being successful Ps(N) is 
decreasing in N. Then, joining a MSSP network reduces individual firms’ risk if the marginal 
impact on a firm’s risk due to increased exposure is less than the effect of lower marginal risk 
due to decrease in probability of success, i.e., ' '( ) ( ) ( ) ( )a s a sP N P N P N P N> .   
Proof:    The total risk for a firm in a network of size N can be defined as  
( ) ( )* ( )a srisk N P N P N=
( )D N
N
 
≡ 
 
      (9) 
For an individual firm to join the network ( ) (1)risk N risk<   (10) 
Differentiating (10) with respect to N, we get 
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' '( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0a s a sP N P N P N P N+ <       (11) 
Since Ps(N) and Pa(N) are non-negative and
' ( ) 0aP N > while 
' ( ) 0sP N < from 
equations (2) and (3), the first term in (11) is positive and the second term 
negative.  In order for the inequality to be satisfied, the magnitude of the second 
term must be greater than the magnitude of the first term.  In other words 
' '( ) ( ) ( ) ( )a s a sP N P N P N P N> .                                                       Q.E.D. 
We have also verified existence of hiding effect as well as knowledge effect in the 
simulation described on pages 10-12. Figures 4 and 5 illustrated our findings, negative values of 
hiding effect indicate that a firm’s expected damage from being on an MSSP network is smaller 
than that of being alone; similarly, negative values of knowledge effect indicate that additional 
information gained on larger network outweighs the danger of greater exposure. 
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Figure 4. Evidence of hiding effect in MSSP simulation 
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Figure 5. Evidence of knowledge effect in MSSP simulation 
Proposition 2 indicates that while hiding effect may well be present, another important 
benefit that makes firm choose a MSSP network comes from the increased security potential due 
to increased knowledge and proficiency in security provision.  “Knowledge effect” exists if the 
marginal amount of knowledge that firms gain in the larger networks outweighs the marginal 
increase in risk of attack on a larger network. However, the exact dynamics of MSSP network 
growth can be analyzed only by looking at R(N) and V(N) jointly. “Hiding effect” and 
“knowledge effect”, described above, are important components of MSSP adoption decision, but 
are not the only relevant factors.  As mentioned earlier, benefits that are received by the firms 
from joining the MSSP network are not defined solely by the reduced risk. The value of network 
assets and infrastructure, represented by value function V(N) is also important. Therefore, we 
need to balance both risk and rewards in analyzing firms’ decisions. This requires the 
identification of the optimal total network size. One of the approaches to ensure positive benefits 
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would be optimize the net benefits derived from the network, 
i.e., )]()(max[)(max NRNVNW −≡ .  However, while maximizing the net benefit from the 
network may seen like a desirable goal for, at least, a consortium based MSSP, it is unlikely that 
a consortium with equal partnership can enforce the objective of maximizing net benefits.  In the 
next section we consider two distinct market structures for MSSP networks and derive results 
regarding the optimal network size. 
5.  Analysis of Market Structure for MSSP Networks 
 As mentioned earlier we are interested in dynamics of MSSP network growth.  Specifically, 
since it is unlikely that a network will have all the potential members joining at the same time, 
we are interested in finding out whether or not there are mechanisms that will provide incentives 
for firms to join an existing MSSP network.  We are also interested in finding out, if the 
incentives to join a network exist, what the optimal network sizes would be under two different 
forms of market structures:   
i. A consortium based MSSP network where several firms may join there efforts in 
providing security to their collective networks.  Such networks may be started by, for 
example, an extended enterprise where firms conduct electronic transactions or 
information sharing with each other. 
ii. A MSSP network facilitated by a for-profit firm that attracts various firms under one 
umbrella for the purpose of providing security solutions.  This seems to be the most 
prevalent form of market structure for MSSP networks (Kavanagh, 2004). 
Before we examine the specific market structure, let us outline the process that we consider 
for the formation and growth of a MSSP network.  We assume that a set of firms initially join the 
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MSSP network.  In case of a consortium, these firms may be thought of as founding members 
and in case of a for-profit MSS provider, it may be the initial firms that the provider is able to 
attract to the network.  Once the network is started, firms arrive one by one and the existing 
consortium members or the for-profit provider decide whether or not to accept a new member.  
We assume that each new incoming firm is a price taker, i.e., it agrees to pay whatever charges 
the consortium or the for-profit provider asks for as long as the expected benefits are greater than 
or equal to zero.  We will first examine the structure of the MSSP network and issues that must 
be considered in the growth of such networks; then, we will look at the consortium-based market 
structure followed by the for-profit provider’s network. 
5.1. MSSP Network Structure and Growth- a Benchmark Case  
One of the first ways to assess the potential size of an MSSP network is to define the condition 
for maximum network size by finding the largest N that solves the following problem: 
( ) 0W N =  or   )()( NRNV =     (12) 
This problem is similar to the case of perfect competition in economic analysis, when 
manufacturers sell their goods at cost. However, such a configuration is not likely to be 
sustainable by means of real market forces since the profits of the MSSP are equal to zero or, in 
case of a consortia, benefits to the member of consortia are zero. For the MSSP to have incentive 
of maintaining a network there must be positive profit from operation.  Another approach to 
computing potential size of MSSP network is presented in the total welfare maximization 
problem discussed in previous section – Max W(N) (equations 7, 8). As discussed earlier the 
optimal solution occurs when the derivatives of the value and resource function are equal to each 
other.  Figure 6 depicts this case: the slopes of the tangents are equal to each other and thus the 
difference between the value and resource function is maximized.  
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Figure 5: Number of Firms and MSSP Benefits 
Figure 5 also depicts the range of possible network sizes for a MSSP network.  As the figure 
indicates, the maximum size of MSSP network Nmax, that can be formed without the loss of 
social efficiency, may be achieved when the value (V(N)) and resource requirements (R(N)) 
curves intersect. The optimal size of a MSSP network that maximizes social benefits, Ns
*, is 
achieved whenever the distance between the two curves is greatest (equation (8)). However, 
there is another interesting point – N0, representing the minimum efficient MSSP network size. 
Up to this point, it is not individually rational for the firms to join the network, as the benefits are 
lower than cost.  This is the well known start up or critical mass problem in network economics 
where growth of the network requires a minimal nonzero starting size (see, for example, 
Economides, 1996).  
Since the attractiveness of a MSSP network is both a function of its value and the 
resource requirement which, in turn, depend on the network size, the expected size of the 
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network plays a significant role in individual firm’s decision to join the network (Katz and 
Shapiro, 1985, 1994; Bensen and Farrell, 1994; Economides, 1996).  While the classical startup 
problem arises when consumers expect that no one would buy the good or that no 
complementary good would be available in the market, the problem arises in the MSSP network 
due to no instantaneous net benefit for a firm if there aren’t enough members already.  This 
phenomenon is related to the concept of critical mass (Rohlfs, 1974; Oren and Smith, 1981). The 
critical mass theory suggests that a sustainable growth of a network is attainable only if there is a 
minimal nonzero equilibrium size (Economides, 1996).  In figure 1, N0, represents this critical 
mass.  If the initial size of the network, i, is less than N0 then network cannot automatically (or 
“organically”) grow.  Economides and Himmelberg (1995) considers this as a "chicken and the 
egg" paradox since starting network size is too small to induce consumers into the network.  We 
formally define the property of the critical mass problem in observation 1. 
Observation 2 (“Critical Mass for MSSP”).  If the initial size of the MSSP network is i, then, 
critical mass problem will be present if the smaller (or only) root of equation V(N)=R(N), N0, is 
greater than i. 
The intuition for this observation can be seen in figure 1; in the interval (0, N0) the net 
benefits to firm joining the MSSP are negative since R(N) > V(N). When critical mass problem 
exists, there is a “deficit of value” in the amount of R(i) – V(i) for a small network, and 
investments have to be made to facilitate network growth.  In case of the consortia this 
investment has to come from the foundational members, while in case of a for-profit provider 
this investment has to be made by the provider. Riggings et al. (1994) and Wang and Seidman 
(1995) also provide the results indicating the need to potentially subsidize the adoption of 
interorganizational networks. Both of these works show that adoption of systems like EDI may 
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lead to creation of negative externalities for suppliers; when the corresponding positive 
externality for the buyer is large, she may choose to subsidize some suppliers to foster adoption. 
Riggins et al. (1994) show that, unless such subsidy is provided, the network adoption will stall 
after the initial takeoff. Our case is different, however, as “suppliers” and “buyers” of resources 
necessary to provide information security are the same entities; thus making even an initial 
“takeoff” problematic.  We would explore the conditions under which the network grows 
“organically” to its efficient size by passing over the “hump” of critical mass.  We, therefore, 
concentrate on defining rules under which firms may be willing to make initial investment to 
overcome startup problem and will study the effect of this investment on efficient maximum 
network size.   
5.2. Consortium Based Market Structure 
When security is provided jointly by the members of a consortium, each member contributes 
equally and receives equal benefit. We also assume that each member of consortium evaluates 
her own benefits before allowing a new entrant to join the consortium.  Since the benefits are 
equally shared by all the members, each member receives benefits equal to the average benefits.  
Therefore, the objective of the consortium will be to maximize the average benefits as opposed 
to the maximization of total benefits.  We analyze this problem in two phases.  First, we consider 
the case where the initial size of the consortium, i, is large enough so that the founding members 
don’t need to make any additional investment, i.e, i ≥ N0.  We will then consider the case 
where 0Ni <  and the founding members have to invest a total of R(i) – V(i) to overcome the 
critical mass problem.  
5.2.1 Consortium without need for initial investment 
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 When there is no initial investment requirement, the problem of consortium is 
0
)()(
Nj
j
jRjV
Max
j
≥∀
−
     (13) 
The first order optimality condition is given by 
jjRjVjRjV /)]()([)(')(' −=−     (14) 
 Let the optimal solution that satisfies equation (14) be represented by *cnN .The implication 
of the optimality condition is equation (14) is stated in proposition 4. 
Proposition 3.  (The Optimal Size of Consortium without Investment) Suppose that value 
function V(N) is concave and damage function R(N) is convex. Then, the optimal size of a 
consortium based MSSP with no initial investment, *cnN , will be less than or equal to the welfare 
maximizing MSSP network size *sN , i.e., 
*
cnN ≤ 
*
sN . 
Proof.  The difference between the partial derivates of a concave, '( )V j , and a convex function 
)(' jR , of a variable, j, is non-increasing as j increases. Therefore, since the R.H.S. in 
equation (14) is a positive number, j ≤ k where 0)(')(' =− kRkV -- the optimality 
condition for welfare maximizing solution.                                 Q.E.D. 
5.2.2.. Viability of a consortium 
We now consider the case when the initial founders of a consortium need to make 
investment to facilitate the MSSP network, i.e., the initial network size i < N0, the critical mass.  
In this case, firms will need to recover their initial investment from the benefits they receive 
from the MSSP.  However, the question remains as to what should be the obligation of new firms 
that arrive to the MSSP network.  Since we have assumed that the benefits of the MSSP 
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consortium are equally shared by the members of the consortium it is reasonable to assume that 
the firms equally share the initial investment.  Note that once the initial investment is made, no 
further investment is needed since the resource requirements, as compared to the benefits, are 
decreasing in the number of consortium participants. Start-up problem is resolved and network 
grows organically after the investment takes place.  
 
Therefore, to negate stalling effect, we propose the following investment and investment-
recovery approach.  The initial investment amount )()( iViR −  is equally shared by the initial 
foundational members of MSSP with each member contributing an amount iiViRL /)]()([ −= .  
Note that once the investment, L, is made any firm subsequently joining the network (as i + kth 
member) will not suffer any losses even if network size (i + k) < N0 since enough investment has 
been made (and resource requirement R(i + k) < R(i) and value V(i+k) > V(i) – organic growth is 
possible).  As discussed in the previous paragraph, to provide fair and sustainable investment 
incentives we assume that at any given state of the network size, the initial investment is equally 
borne by all the members of the consortium.  Therefore, when j+1th, member joins the 
consortium, they pay an initializing fee, )1/()]()([ +−= jiViRF , which is equally divided 
among the j previous members, i.e., each of the previous j members receive an investment 
recovery of )1(/)]()([ +−= jjiViRLr .  It is easy to verify that this scheme results in all the j+1 
firms equally sharing the cost of initial investment with individual contributions 
equaling )1/()]()([ +− jiViR .  To consider the property of this rule, let us first define the viability 
of a MSSP network with investment requirement to overcome critical mass problem.   
Defn.  (Viability of MSSP Network with Investment) Suppose the initial network size is i, 
optimal network size is N* and minimum efficient network size is N0. Then, MSSP network with 
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investment requirement, to overcome critical mass problem, is viable if at the optimum network 
size, *N , the benefits of the MSSP network are greater than the initial investment, i.e., 
0
** );()()()( NiiViRNRNV <−≥−      (15) 
Now, in terms of an investment sharing rule, an optimal rule will be such that it will 
allow the smallest possible starting network size i, thus  ensuring viability at the smallest 
possible network size.  As proposition 4 states, our rule that forces each consortium member to 
bear equal amount of initial investment, is optimal rule from the perspective of viability of a 
MSSP network.    
Proposition 4. (Equal Sharing and MSSP Network Viability).   Let there exist a network size 
n that allows investment recovery and network viability with equal sharing rule. Then, it is a 
minimum viable network size and equal sharing rule is optimal. 
Proof.  (By Contradiction)  We will show that there is no other sharing rule that results in a 
smaller network size than equal sharing rule. 
Let the investment is recovered at a minimum network size of n using the equal sharing 
rule 
⇒ [ ( ) ( )] / [ ( ) ( )] /V n R n n R i V i n− ≥ −  ∀ n members           (16) 
Now let there exists a rule such that the initial investment is not equally shared and the 
investment is recovered at size m < n. 
⇒ [ ( ) ( )] / jV m R m m L− ≥ ∀ j = 1, …, m where Lj is the share of investment shared by 
member j.                 (17) 
However, note that since m<n, and the investment is not equally shared  
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Lj > [ ( ) ( )] /R i V i m−  for at least some member j 
⇒ [ ( ) ( )] / [ ( ) ( )] /V m R m m R i V i m− ≥ −             (18) 
However, equation (18) implies that investment should have been recovered using equal 
sharing rule at size m < n – a contradiction since by assumption n was the minimum 
network size to recover the investment using equal sharing rule.   Q.E.D. 
5.2.3.  Optimality of consortium with investment  
Now, let us consider the problem of optimal consortium size with investment.  The problem can 
be stated as: 
0
)()(
Nj
j
CjRjV
Max
j
≥∀
−−
where )()( iViRC −= , the initial investment  (19) 
The first order conditions for the optimum solution can be written as: 
jCjRjVjRjV /])()([)(')(' −−=−      (20) 
 Let the optimal solution that satisfies equation (20) be represented by *cN . Proposition 5 
below provides the surprising result regarding the optimal MSSP consortium size with initial 
investment as compared to optimal consortium size without initial investment. 
Proposition 5. (Optimal Size of MSSP Consortium with Investment).  Suppose that value 
function V(N) is concave and requirement resource function R(N) is convex. Then, optimal size 
of a MSSP consortium that requires initial investment to overcome critical mass problem, *cN , is 
equal to or greater than the optimal MSSP network size without investment, i.e., * *c cnN N≥ . 
Proof.  
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Optimal consortium size without investment is a solution to equation (14): 
N*cn = j: jjRjVjRjV /)]()([)(')(' −=−  
Further, optimal consortium size with investment is a solution to equation (20): 
N*c = j: jCjRjVjRjV /])()([)(')(' −−=−  
Since C is a positive number, the R.H.S. of equation (20) is smaller than the R.H.S. of 
equation (14).   
Since the difference '( ) '( ( ))V j R D j− is decreasing in j, it follows that the solution to 
equation (14), *cnN , is smaller than solution to equation (20), i.e., 
* *
c cnN N≥              Q.E.D. 
Another interesting question related to MSSP consortium is regarding the minimum 
initial size required for viability.  Our analysis can answer this question as well.  The answer 
comes from the realization that the maximum investment that can ever be recovered is 
)()( ** ss NRNV − , i.e., the maximum net benefit.  Therefore, the minimum starting size should 
be such that the required investment is less than or equal to maximum net benefit that the MSSP 
network can provide.  Proposition 6 formalizes this result. 
 Proposition 6. (Minimum Viable Initial MSSP Consortium).   Suppose that value function 
V(N) is concave and requirement resource function R(N) is convex. Then, the minimum starting 
network size is given by. )}()()()(:min{* ** iViRNRNViI ss −≥−=   
Proof.  
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Since )()( iViR −  is decreasing in i < N0 and maximum recoverable investment is 
)()( ** ss NRNV − , smallest viable initial network size is given by  
)}()()()(:min{* ** iViRNRNViI ss −≥−=      Q.E.D. 
 Proposition 5 and proposition 6 provide some interesting and counterintuitive results with 
two important implications.  First, the network size is greater when the firms are required to 
make an initial investment.  Second, when firms make initial investment, it is feasible to achieve 
socially optimal network size *sN .  Next we consider the problem of a monopolist, for-profit, 
MSSP. 
5.3. Profit Maximizing MSSP:   
Since we assume that firms are identical from the perspective of security needs, it is 
reasonable to assume that the monopolist is capable of exercising first-degree price 
discrimination with respect to network size and charge each customer an individual price equal 
to customer’s valuation of the network.  Since no customer has any positive valuation before the 
network reaches the minimum efficient size N0, the provider attracts initial customers by 
providing free access to the network.  Note that this pricing approach is consistent with Cabral et 
al. (1999), who find that a monopolist will find “introductory pricing” approach desirable in 
presence of network externalities.  Similar to the consortium, if the initial number of the firms 
that the provider can attract is i, the total investment requirement is [ ( ) ( )]L R i V i i= − .  After N0 
customers have joined the network, the provider can then charge each subsequent customer a 
monopoly price
0 0 0 0
[ ( ) ( )] ( )MN jP V N j R N j N j+ = + − + + .  However, for customers that arrive 
after the size *sN , the provider needs to potentially compensate some costumers who joined 
earlier since the overall shared benefits of the network go down. Recall that *sN is the size of 
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network that maximizes average benefits to each client. Therefore, while marginal befefit for a 
new client added above *sN may be still positive and captured by the monopolist, existing clients 
may demand compensation for decreased benefits and even drop out of the network. Thus, 
compensation is necessary and its source has to be the price charged to the new client. 
We now consider the drivers of growth of monopolist MSSP network. The revenue-
maximization part3 of profit maximizing provider’s formal problem can be written as 
∑ =
N
j
M
j
j
PMax
1
      (21)  
Subjected to:     [ ( )] ( )] / MNV j R j j P j N− > ∀ <    (22)
 4  
Note that while this problem looks complex, it can be solved using a polynomial-time search 
algorithm as shown by the pseudocode in illustration 1.  The basic realization here is that when a 
firm k > *sN  joins the MSSP network, the provider need to compensate all the customers who 
were initially charged an amount greater than [ ( ) ( )] /V k R k k− .  All the provider needs to do is to 
search from N0 to 
*
sN to find the first instance where [ ( ) ( )] /adjusted
M
nP V k R k k≥ −  where N0 ≤ n 
≤ *sN .  The provider then compensate each firm from n to (k-1) and amount equal to the 
difference [ ( ) ( )] /
adjusted
M
nP V k R k k− − and sets the adjusted price to [ ( ) ( )] /adjusted old
M M
n nP P V k R k k= − −  
since all firms receive a maximum benefit of [ ( ) ( )] /V k R k k− after the firm k joins the network. 
If (k < N0) 
Set Pk = 0 
End If 
                                                 
3 Full problem of profit maximization also includes costs, they are considered on page 30. However, only revenues 
define the growth of network. 
4 If j<N0, then P
M
j = 0, else P
M
j =W(j)/j – monopolist gives free access to overcome initial stalling, then charges 
every client its true value 
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Else If (k >= N0 and k <= 
*
sN ) 
 Set Pk = [ ( ) ( )] /V k R k k−  
End Else If 
Else If (k >= *sN ) 
 Set Pk = [ ( ) ( )] /V k R k k−  
 For (n = N0 to 
*
sN ) do 
  If (Pn > [ ( ) ( )] /V k R k k− ) 
   Total refund = 0 
   For (m = n to k-1) do 
    Refund firm m amount (Rm) = Pm - [ ( ) ( )] /V k R k k−  
    Total refund = total refund + Pm - [ ( ) ( )] /V k R k k−  
   End For 
   If (Total refund > [ ( ) ( )] /V k R k k− ) 
    Reject entry to firm k 
   Else  
    For (m = n to k-1) do 
     Commit Rm 
     Pm = [ ( ) ( )] /V k R k k−  
     End For 
   End Else 
  End If 
 End For 
End Else If 
Illustration 1: Pseudocode for Profit Maximizing Providers Pricing and Allocation 
It is clear from the discussion above that a monopolist, for-profit, MSSP may sustain a larger 
network than the net benefit maximizing size *sN .  This implies that a monopolist may sustain a 
larger network than a consortium based MSSP (which will not grow beyond *sN ).  However, 
since the monopolist must recover its cost from the differential prices [ ( ) ( )] /V j R j j− where j ≥ 
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N0, the viability size for the for-profit MSSP is higher than the consortium.   The viability 
condition for the monopolist can simply be stated as  
*
0
( ) ( )
mN
m
j
j N
P R i V i
=
≥ −∑       (23) 
where *mN -- is the optimal network size as a solution to problem (21-22); 
m
jP  -- are the adjusted prices charged under the providers pricing scheme; and 
R(i) – V(i) – is the initial investment that provider made  
Note that the optimal network size for a for-profit provider, unlike consortium, does not 
depend upon the initial investment.  However, the viability of the MSSP network does depend 
upon the initial size i.  Therefore, a for-profit, monopolist, will not start a MSSP network unless 
the condition in equation (23) is satisfied.  Therefore, as a strategy the provider will offer the 
network access for free to all the firms that initially sign up for the MSSP network.  Proposition 
7 formally provides the condition for the monopolist MSSP network to be greater than the net 
benefit maximizing network size. 
Proposition 7. (Monopolist MSSP versus Social Net Benefit size).  Suppose that net benefit 
maximizing network size is *sN and monopolist MSSP is viable. Then, monopolist MSSP may 
have larger network size than social net benefit maximizing size, if * 1 ( 1)s
m m
jN j
P P x
+ ∈Ω
> +∑ , 
where x is the number of firms whose benefits are reduced below the price charged to them due 
to the introduction of the new customer and Ω is the set of individual firms so affected. 
Proof. 
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i) Note that, a monopolist MSSP profits cannot be maximized on a network size that is 
smaller than social net benefit maximizing size, i.e., *mN  can not be less than 
*
sN . 
Assume contrary, profits are maximized at Nm< 
*
sN . Then, there are one or more 
potential customers in interval (Nm ; 
*
sN ], who will get positive benefit from joining the 
network, since *sN  is the socially optimal size. Charging these customers any positive 
price up to their willingness to pay and letting them join the network will increase 
monopolist’s profit. But, Nm was a profit-maximizing point for the monopolist – a 
contradiction. Thus, *mN  is at least equal to
*
sN . 
ii) We now just need to prove that under certain circumstances *mN >
*
sN .  Consider a case 
when a monopolist provider attracts one more customer than at the optimal net benefit 
maximizing network size *sN , then by definition 
* * * *( ) ( ) ( 1) ( 1)s s s sV N R N V N R N− > + − +     (24) 
However, there may be other firms k ≤ *sN such that  
* *( ) ( ) ( 1) ( 1)s sV k R k V N R N− > + − +      (25) 
Let the set of these customers be defined as * *{ : ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( 1)}s sk V k R k V N R NΩ = − > + − +  
Each of these customers will require compensation defined by  
* * *[ ( ) ( )] / [ ( 1) ( 1)] /( 1)k s s sComp V k R k k V N R N N= − − + − + +    (26) 
Since [ ( ) ( ( ))] /V k R D k k− = mkP and *
* * *
1
[ ( 1) ( 1)] /( 1)
s
m
s s s N
V N R N N P
+
+ − + + = , we can 
rewrite (26) as       * 1s
m m
k k N
Comp P P
+
= −            (27) 
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The total compensation then is 
* 1s
m m
k k N
k k
Comp P xP
+
∈Ω ∈Ω
= −∑ ∑  where x = Ω , i.e., cardinality of set Ω   (28) 
Since the price charged to this *( 1)stsN +  customer should be enough to cover the total 
compensation, we have 
* * *1 1 1
( 1)
s s s
m m m m m
k kN N N
k k
P P xP P P x
+ + +
∈Ω ∈Ω
≥ − ⇒ ≥ +∑ ∑  Q.E.D.  (29) 
Corollary: (Monopolist MSSP vs Consortium MSSP). Monopolist MSSP, if viable, will have a 
network not smaller than a Consortium MSSP.  
Proof. From Proposition 7, Monopolist MSSP size is greater than social benefit, *mN  ≥ 
*
sN . 
However, Consortium provider will not grow its network beyond *sN , as it decreases total and 
average benefit to its members: ∀N > *sN , W(N) < W(
*
sN )⇒W(N)/N < W(
*
sN )/
*
sN ).  
Thus, *mN  ≥ 
*
sN  ≥ Nc     Q.E.D. 
 Example below provides further intuition by considering the specific case when the *( 1)stsN +  
customer only affects previous customer, i.e., customer *sN . 
Example   
Suppose, the only firm affected by the addition of *( 1)stsN +  firm is
*
sN
th firm. Then the provider 
can at least have a size of *sN +1 if * * 12s s
M M
N N
P P
+
< .  In other words, if the twice the price charged to 
new customer is greater than the price charged to *sN
th customer, then the monopolist MSSP 
provider can sustain network size larger than social benefit-maximizing size.  
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 The size and viability results for the networks under the two market structures and 
different starting conditions provide some interesting insights.  These results also shed light on 
why the for-profit MSSP networks may be more preferable by firms, at least at the beginning.  
Since the firms that join a monopolist’s network early are guaranteed positive benefits as long as 
the network survives there is higher incentive to join a for-profit network.  On the other hand, a 
consortium based network may require firms to share investment costs at the beginning creating 
risk, which a risk neutral firm may not want to bear.  Therefore, our results provide economic 
rationale5 for the dominance of for-profit MSSP networks over the consortium based approaches.   
Summary of our results are presented in Table 1: 
MSSP Type\effects Consortium MSSP Monopoly MSSP 
Effect of initial investment on 
size 
Initial investment may 
induce larger size 
No effect 
Maximum size Not larger than net benefit 
maximizing 
May be larger than net benefit 
maximizing 
Viability Minimum start-up size may 
be smaller than monopolist 
Due to zero prices at start-up 
may require larger initial size 
Table 1. Comparison of consortium-based and monopoly MSSP networks 
6.  Conclusions and Directions of Future Research 
In this paper we examine the economic rationale for MSSP networks, i.e., to provide an 
economic rationale for why firms may choose to outsource security.  Our results demonstrate 
that there are multiple interplaying factors that define attractiveness of MSSP networks to 
                                                 
5 Besides the expertise based arguments. 
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potential customers. The desire of firms to join a MSSP network to pool risk may be outweighed 
by the substantial start-up costs required under a consortium based approach.  We also examine 
the growth and structural characteristics of optimal networks under a consortium based market 
structure and under a for-profit MSS provider, representing a monopolist setting.  We identify 
the existence of “critical mass” problem in the formation of viable MSSP networks and suggest 
approaches that help overcome the critical mass problem.  We show that our approach to 
overcome “critical mass” problem is optimal since it supports the minimum feasible initial 
network size for a feasible consortium based MSSP network.  We define optimal growth 
strategies and economic rationale for viable MSSP networks under a consortium based approach 
and profit maximizing approach.  Since joining a profit maximizing provider has less risk during 
the start-up as compared to consortium where an initial investment may be required, our results 
provide economic rationale for the observed phenomena of existence of more for-profit seeking 
MSSP networks as compared to MSSP consortia.   We also show that a for-profit provider may 
achieve larger network size than a consortium.  
From managerial perspective, two issues are important. First, both hiding effect and 
knowledge effect are valid practical concerns. Hiding effect has been essentially the driver 
behind offerings of ISPs which provide frequent re-allocation of discontinuous blocks of IP 
addresses to their clients. With such IP schemes (we would like to call them “lattice IPs”), it is 
becoming harder for attackers to figure out the topology of target company’s network, as they no 
longer can assume that subsequent IP numbers are logically connected. It also may help to 
reduce the damage from automated attacks such as Code Red II worm, which was programmed 
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to frequently attack machines in the same sub-range of IP addresses6. Knowledge effect also 
becomes important for discovery of novel attacks. Since most patches as well as anti-virus 
database updates are distributed using a “pull” from the client, many systems remain unprotected 
even when the remedies are available. Monitoring of all patches and threats is a daunting 
individual task, but it may be handled easier by a number of connected parties. 
Second issue is important for those who decide to start a MSSP network. Consortium 
model may be a harder sell in the beginning, as all starting members are required to invest 
upfront. On another hand, a monopoly-type MSSP can provide incentives (discounts) to early 
adopters, but may be faced with a task of attracting more customers to have a viable network. 
Knowledge of these implications may also influence an individual firm’s decision on which type 
of network and when to join. 
The limitations of this work include the fact that we only consider the case when MSSP 
customers are identical and the order of them joining the network is not relevant. In future work 
we will extend our model to try and identify effects of different types of customers on the system 
as well as the sequence of their decisions. Additionally, Sundararajan (2004) points out that 
network effects may depend on the type of customers, thus giving rise to non-linear pricing 
schemes. We will develop specific incentives mechanisms and pricing schemes for MSSPs to 
attract customers that differ is size, expertise, and need.   
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